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About FASTDATA.io

Generate revenue from your data
For years, businesses have been hindered by CPU-based data processing and the leveling 
of the Moore's Law curve, while the amount of data generated has exploded exponentially 
year over year. The average business can only glean insights from a fraction of its data, 
potentially missing valuable insights, which can turn into significant revenue.

To combat this glaring lack of processing power, FASTDATA.io turned to GPUs and created 
PlasmaENGINE® -- a revolutionary next generation stream processing software engine 
that processes data up to three orders of magnitude faster than CPU-based alternatives.

PlasmaENGINE® was built to finally give your 
business the ability to work at the speed of thought.

PlasmaENGINE® is the first GPU-native software engine specifically designed to
exploit the massively parallel processing power of GPUs for stream processing.
PlasmaENGINE® processes “infinite streaming data” at speeds that allow businesses 
to extract value and revenue opportunities from their data that they never deemed 
possible, while at the same time realizing incredible infrastructure and power savings.

Like no other data processing software engine on the market today, PlasmaENGINE® 
is designed to save your business time, money and ultimately make your data 
generate revenue by:

Save Time
Process streaming unstructured/structured 
data up to 3 orders of magnitude faster

Save Money
Cut data processing hardware
and/or Cloud resources costs
by up to 90%

Make your data a REVENUE Center
Find new REVENUE from your data 
through the incredible processing 
speed of PlasmaENGINE®

FASTDATA.io has developed the world's 
fastest and most efficient stream 
processing software engine. Leveraging 
general-purpose computing on GPU 
(Graphics Processing Units), FASTDATA.io 

has developed its PlasmaENGINE®, 
a high performance computing software 
engine, to exploit the massively parallel 
processing capability of NVIDIA's GPU 
platform. 

PlasmaENGINE® scales stream process-
ing up to three orders of magnitude faster 
than leading CPU based software 
engine, while simultaneously cutting 
power and space requirements in the 
data center up to 90%. 

The company was founded in 2016 
by Alen Capalik. FASTDATA.io is 
headquartered in Santa Monica, 
California. For more information, 
visit www.FASTDATA.io

• Processing data up to three orders of 
magnitude faster and more efficiently 
than  industry-leading CPU-based Spark

• Having full compatibility with Spark 
(zero changes to Spark code required
 to run on PlasmaENGINE®)

• Processing workloads that previously 
took hours in seconds

• Giving your business the ability
to design and implement new 
revenue-generating products 
previously considered impossible

• Allowing your business the ability 
to cut data processing costs and 
reduce space and power require-
ments by up to 90%

PlasmaENGINE
The world's fastest stream processing software.
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PlasmaENGINE® has applications in many different
industries. Here are a few select use cases:

 

Data format

PlasmaENGINE® Features

Easy to Setup

ardware

PlasmaENGINE® is capable of running 
on up to 32 GPUs on one hardware 
server node or GPU cloud instance. 
That is up to 163,840 CUDA cores for 
incredible data processing performance.

Up to 90% of PlasmaENGINE®’s 
execution is done on GPUs, 
truly making it first-of-its-kind
GPU-centric software engine.

PlasmaENGINE® is also capable of
infinitely scaling on multiple GPU 
based nodes, allowing it to run on 
potentially 100s of millions of CUDA 
cores at the same time.

If you have written Spark API compliant 
code and have been running it on Spark, 
you can run that code without any 
changes on PlasmaENGINE® (but up to 
three orders of magnitude faster).

Since PlasmaENGINE® is fully Spark 
API compliant, it has full integration 
with any and all Spark compliant 
frameworks out of the box.

PlasmaENGINE® Use Cases

PlasmaENGINE® is Docker and
Kubernetes tested and compliant,
making it incredibly easy to setup and 
run. You can go from zero to running 
your data through PlasmaENGINE® 
in 10 minutes.

• Connected Car
• Real-time ad tech marketplace and processing
• GIS (Geographic Information Systems)
• IoT devices real-time data processing 

• Cybersecurity
• Telecom real-time network monitoring (NetFlow, cellular, etc.)
• Service economy real-time app data processing (Uber, Lyft, etc.)
• Retail (Online and brick and mortar)

Cloud/Hardware PlatformsProgramming Languages

What PlasmaENGINE® Supports
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Data processing at the speed of thought


